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a b s t r a c t

Interest in the field of performance assessment of health care structures has grown in recent decades.

In fact, the possibility of determining overall performances of health care structures plays a key role in

the optimization of resource allocation and investment planning, as it contributes to reducing the uncer-

tainty of future performance. In this context, key performance indicator (KPI) tools have been developed

to assess the performance of health care structures from process, organizational, cost, financial, and out-

put points of view. In practice, they are periodically calculated, and the effect of several KPIs on the

overall performance of health care structures is determined by management through human judgment or

software that provides synthetic dashboards. Given their non-stationary nature, performance assessment

and forecasting are generally tackled by employing adaptive models, but these approaches cannot reflect

the holistic nature of performance itself, nor take into account the impact of KPIs on the overall perfor-

mances. In order to overcome these shortcomings, this study presents an expert system whose engine

relies on fuzzy sets, in which the input–output relations and correlations have been modeled through

inference rules based on time-series trends. The focus is on the financial performance assessment of a

health care structure, such as a hospital. The approach is of an interdisciplinary kind, as several indicators

were taken as inputs that relate to output, process, and cost KPIs, and their impact on the output mea-

sure, which is of a financial kind (namely the total reimbursement). The output measure calculated by

the expert system was then compared with that predicted using only adaptive forecasting models, and

the error with respect to the actual value was determined. Results showed that measures determined

by fuzzy inference, able to effectively model actual input–output relations, outperform those of adaptive

models.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Today, the possibility of assessing and forecasting health care

erformance is of fundamental importance in properly planning

nvestments and allocating financial resources. In accomplishing

hese tasks, managers usually rely on Key Performance Indicators

KPIs) able to support them in the decision-making process,

roviding process, organizational, output, cost, and financial indi-

ators. Managers analyze KPIs and seek to determine the overall

ffect of such variables on health care performance, usually re-

ying on human judgment or software that provides synthetic

ashboards. In order to forecast future health care performance,

he non-stationary behavior of KPIs is usually modeled through

daptive forecasting models, but these are unable to capture the
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +39 3290128446.
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ffect of several variables simultaneously. However, in order to

ake decisions, the effect of all the variables affecting the overall

erformance has to be taken into consideration. Thus, traditional

pproaches, aimed at providing KPI dashboards are not sufficient;

n fact, they do not allow us to infer the performance in relation to

ultiple factors interacting simultaneously, as they do not account

or the holistic behavior of health care performances, assessment

f which has to be characterized by multidisciplinary approaches.

n other words, traditional tools do not allow us to synthesize

he overall impact of several input variables on the global perfor-

ance. For this reason, it is necessary to model the simultaneous

ole of different KPIs in determining the final score. In this regard,

here is little in the literature, with only a few cases of frameworks

imed at determining the global health care performance based on

set of input factors. This paper presents an expert system for the

ssessment of financial performance of health care structures that

akes into consideration the simultaneous impact of the process,

ost, and output KPIs, relying on a fuzzy-based inference engine,
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whose knowledge base is represented by a data warehousing tool

developed within the Smart Health 2.0 project (PON04a2_C).

2. Review of the literature and goal of the study

2.1. KPIs and health care performance assessment

Health care performance assessment has attracted the interest

of researchers in recent decades, as the possibility of monitoring

performances through a set of KPIs is seen as a suitable tool for

investigating the actual state of health care structures from organi-

zational, processing, and clinical standpoints.

Based on classification reported by Kalinichenko et al., [20],

health care KPIs can be divided into the structure, process, out-

come, and output measures. “Structure” involves organizational

characteristics of the caregivers, including human, physical, and

financial resources. In particular, financial resources can refer to

reimbursements recognized by the regional/national government,

and to parameters used to determine the entity of reimburse-

ments, such as diagnosis-related group (DRG) weights. “Process”

indicates those activities involving health care practitioners and

patients, such as length of stay in hospitals, procedures, and other

treatment practices, and use of prescribed medicines. “Outcome”

refers to the impact of these activities on a patient’s current and

future health status. Finally, “Output” indicates the quantity of

health services provided, without taking into account effects of

these activities on patients’ health, e.g., the number of visits or pa-

tient volume.

It is worth mentioning that based on the use one can make of

KPIs, they can be divided into internal, namely that used to moni-

tor and improve the outcomes of care processes, and external, used

by governments, patient organizations, and payers to assess the

quality of a health care provider, and to compare it with the per-

formance of other health caregivers [4].

There are several studies in the literature that deal with the

topic of KPIs for health care structure assessment. In particular, the

attention of researchers has been focused on identifying the most

suitable panel of KPIs in relation to the characteristic of the spe-

cific health care structure. As an example, Berg et al., [4] described

the development and implementation of the first national, pub-

lic, and obligatory set of hospital performance indicators in Hol-

land. They focused on effectiveness and safety KPIs, and developed

a set of indicators with the aim of monitoring the quality of the

care delivered by providers, enhancing the transparency of the hos-

pital sector, and prompting individual hospitals to improve their

scores. Burge et al., [8] developed a set of quality indicators (QIs)

for primary care practice, for the primary prevention and chronic

disease management of ischemic heart disease, hypertension, hy-

perlipidemia, and heart failure using a four-stage modified Delphi

approach. Bradley et al., [6] determined a set of 33 indicators to

assess the quality of a childhood cancer system. Finally, Boulkedid

et al., [7] proposed a panel of indicators for maternity units, while

Cruppè et al. (2015) investigated the feasibility of 48 quality in-

dicators in ambulatory care in Germany through a cross-sectional

observational study. However, the authors mentioned limited their

contribution to the determination of set of KPIs for health care, and

did not consider the simultaneous impact of different KPIs on the

overall health care structure performance.

KPIs can commonly be characterized by a non-stationary be-

havior in time, as they are affected by several exogenous variables

that cannot be controlled by health care managers. For example,

the diffusion of specific bacteria can promote some diseases that

involve a greater number of patients to be hospitalized, with a

consequent increase in health care costs. Moreover, hot summers

can increase the need for care of respiratory problems and heart

attacks, while cold winters can increase the need for pulmonary
are. Financial and legislative decisions, such as decisions about the

mount of reimbursements for health care services provided, also

ffect health care performances.

The possibility of forecasting future behavior of health care per-

ormance is a topic frequently addressed in the literature, as re-

orted for example in Jones and Spiegelhalter [19]. Approaches

sually used are based on forecasting tools that rely on regres-

ive models (see, for example, [16]) that are simple to apply but,

ndoubtedly, not very flexible. In fact, given that health care poli-

ies and governance are affected by several external conditions

exogenous variables), e.g., legislative decisions, seasonality affect-

ng some kind of diseases, the performance assessment is in turn

holistic issue. Thus, holistic methodologies, such as adaptive

orecasting models should be preferred for modeling such com-

lex systems. Adaptive forecasting usually allows us to model the

ealth care structure behavior through a series of additive com-

onents (level, trend, seasonality) that characterize the structures

hemselves.

In this setting, the possibility of employing adaptive models

nd generalized exponential smoothing methods, which are holis-

ic approaches, can be of great help in modeling and forecast-

ng such phenomena. The classical Bayesian linear regression mod-

ls are unable to reproduce some of the features frequently ob-

erved in non-stationary processes, while, on the contrary, in such

ases time-series methods are extremely effective. Linear regres-

ion models allow us to model only phenomena in which the

uture behavior depends on that of previous periods. In particu-

ar, by definition, they are used when a phenomenon has a lin-

ar behavior in time (see, for example, [13]). In this context, non-

tationary phenomena, such as those considered in this work, can-

ot be interpreted by models that are not flexible and able to cap-

ure the variation of data within short time periods. Conversely,

daptive forecasting methods can easily model phenomena that

sually characterize non-stationary processes where the trend of

ata changes in the short term, and can be found, for example,

n Simple Exponential Smoothing (SES), and Holt’s and Winter’s

odels [11]. Such models allow us to interpret level, trend, and

easonality of data by taking into account short-term variations,

odeled through the use of constants, able to represent the im-

act that past data can have on future trends. In order to high-

ight these differences, in this study a fuzzy-based expert system is

resented, and adaptive models are employed to test the effective-

ess of results given by the designed fuzzy system, comparing data

orecasted through adaptive models with those that arise from the

uzzy system itself.

.2. KPI-based frameworks for performance assessment

Drivers for assessing health care performances through suitable

rameworks arise from the need of measuring and raising the pro-

uctivity of health care systems themselves [21]. For this reason,

etting up a panel of KPIs for health care performance assessment

an be a useful approach to improving knowledge with respect

o specific aspects of health care performances, but is unsuitable

hen global and cross-dimensional knowledge is required. As ob-

erved by Toplicianu et al., [38], “the atypical nature of health care

ervices market and the specificity of the activity in hospitals, de-

ermines that performance analysis is a complex, multifactorial pro-

ess.” In this respect, methodologies in the literature neglect the

mportance of a comprehensive assessment that allows us to know

ow several different input variables simultaneously impact global

erformance. In order to satisfy this requirement, frameworks that

llow us to determine overall performance should be applied. In

ther words, a holistic approach is needed to model the depen-

ence of global health care performance on multiple factors that

imultaneously interact. Examples of such approaches can be found
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n Neumann et al., [29], who investigated the suitability of boosted

ecision trees for the case-mix adjustment involved in comparing

he performance of various health care entities, and found that

oosting decision trees are a powerful tool for case-mix adjust-

ent in health care performance measurement. Kruk and Freed-

an [24] proposed a framework for the assessment of health care

ystems, considering three major dimensions of performance: ef-

ectiveness, equity, and efficiency. Inputs taken into account were

olicies, funding, and organization performance. Moreover, they

resented a systematic review of the literature on performance in-

icators of health care structures, with a focus on developing coun-

ries. Gauld et al., [12] developed a national scorecard for assessing

ealth structure performance derived from routine data. They con-

luded that such a framework was a useful method for combining

range of data to provide an overall view of health care perfor-

ances. The literature mentioned typically aimed at determining

ealth care KPIs that can be employed in health care assessment,

ut none of them provide a multidisciplinary approach that takes

nto account the simultaneous impact of KPIs arising from differ-

nt fields on the overall performance. In this paper, output, cost,

nd process KPIs are employed with regard to the setting of an

xpert system (ES), for determining the financial performance. The

eneral characteristics of the system are detailed in Section 2.3.

.3. Expert systems as a framework for KPI-based performance

ssessment

Expert systems (ESs) are interactive computer-based decision

ools that use both facts and heuristics to solve difficult decision-

aking problems, based on knowledge acquired from an expert.

hey model the problem-solving behavior of an expert in a nar-

ow domain. ESs can implement both judgmental knowledge and

ormal knowledge of established theories. One of the characteris-

ics that make ESs easily implementable is flexibility, i.e., the fac-

lty of integrating new knowledge incrementally into its existing

tore of knowledge. ESs consists of a set of components, such as a

nowledge base, working storage, inference engine, user interface,

nd individuals who interact with the system [15]. The operating

rinciple of an ES consists of a dialogue conducted by the user in-

erface between the user and the system. The user provides infor-

ation on the problem to be solved, and the system then attempts

o provide insights derived (or inferred) from the knowledge base

1]. These insights are provided by the inference engine after ex-

mining the knowledge base. The knowledge base consists of some

ncoding of the domain of expertise for the system. This can be in

he form of semantic nets, frames, or production rules [30]. The

nference engine is a control mechanism that allows us to manipu-

ate the knowledge, and deduce results in an organized manner. It

pplies the knowledge present in the knowledge base to infer con-

lusions. In this paper, the inference engine of the ES is realized

sing fuzzy sets. This topic is addressed in Section 2.4.

.4. Fuzzy sets for performance assessment

Fuzzy logic is a set theory, introduced by [39] in 1965, as an ex-

ension of classical set theory. Historically, this was closely related

o the concept of fuzzy measure, proposed just after by Sugeno

37]. Fuzzy set theory is an effective methodology for tackling com-

lex problems that are characterized by a high number of input

ariables impacting one or more output variables. For detailed dis-

ussion about fuzzy set theory see, for example, Klir and Yuan [23],

assino and Yurkovich [31], Zimmermann [40], Baczynski and Ja-

aram [3].

Within the scope of a health care performance assessment, a

eview of the literature found no case study that used fuzzy theory.
The main applications of fuzzy sets in the health care domain

re related to health status assessment, as can be found in Abdul-

ah, [2], who studied health-related quality of life (HRQL), seen as

means for assessing health conditions among patients who suffer

rom specific diseases or illnesses. The study aimed to model the

elationship between HRQL variables using an integrated model of

fuzzy inference system, and linear regression. The methodology

llowed the authors to determine the strength of the relationship

etween multiple variables of HRQL and health status. The ap-

roach of Abdullah [2] is much closer to our approach because it

s of a multidisciplinary kind. However, it does not consider the

olistic nature of health care performances. Another example re-

ated to fuzzy-logic-based health care was reported by Patil and

ohsin [32], who employed wireless sensor network systems to

ontinuously monitor the pulse and temperature of patients at a

emote place or in a hospital through a wearable wireless sensor

ystem that gathers data with established frequency. Data stored

n the database is passed to a fuzzy logic controller to improve

ccuracy and amount of data and information to be sent to the

emote patient. Bingchuan and Herber [5] proposed a fuzzy-logic-

ased context model and a related context-aware reasoning mid-

leware that provides a personalized, flexible, and extendible rea-

oning framework for Context Aware Real-time Assistant (CARA).

t provides context-aware data fusion and representation as well

s inference mechanisms that support remote patient monitoring

nd caregiver notification. Finally Medjahed et al., [28] developed

health care monitoring system based on a fuzzy inference en-

ine capable of learning and recognizing human activities in daily

iving.

Our review of the literature found no application to financial

erformance assessment of fuzzy systems based on a multidisci-

linary approach that takes into account the non-stationary and

olistic behavior of the health care field. For this reason, this pa-

er can be considered original in itself. The goals of the study are

etailed in Section 2.5.

.5. Goals of the study

As can be seen from the review of the literature mentioned in

revious sections, no significant approaches aimed at taking into

ccount the holistic behavior of performances of health care struc-

ures have been identified in the literature, beyond those here re-

orted. Thus, in order to bridge this gap, our study presents a gen-

ral framework for a financial health care performance assessment

ased on KPIs, and relying on a fuzzy approach. The goal is to fore-

ast health care performance based on KPI assessment, and deter-

ine the impact on the overall performance. In this context, fuzzy

ystems can be effectively applied for determining variables (in-

ut of the model) responsible for the system performance (out-

ut of the model), and the way they affect the performance it-

elf. These rely on inference models to manage input–output re-

ations. Despite the obvious utility that such a methodology can

rovide, there are no examples of its application in the field of

ealth performance assessment. Unlike present models that do not

pply the holistic and multidisciplinary nature of the health care

eld, our principal aim was to design an ES based on a fuzzy

pproach, employing KPIs that can determine the overall perfor-

ance of a health care structure. In particular, the aim is to show

hat the accuracy of performance determined with a fuzzy system

s higher than that arising from adaptive forecasting models. As re-

ards the fuzzy systems, its knowledge base is represented by a

ata warehousing tool, designed and developed within the Smart

ealth 2.0 project (PON04a2_C). The paper focuses on the possibil-

ty of modeling the impact of multiple input factors on the overall

erformance by using a fuzzy system, providing management with

decision-making tool that can monitor health care performance
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Fig. 1. Expert system based on a fuzzy system.
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for given input variables. The focus of the study is not only on the

possibility of determining health care performances, but also on

the comparison between results arising from the fuzzy system, in

terms of performance assessment, and that of adaptive forecast-

ing methods, in order to show how fuzzy systems can outperform

the accuracy of measure assessment with respect to adaptive mod-

els. The study first presents a general framework and addresses

methodological issues; then a case study is proposed to test the

feasibility of the designed ES, using data extracted by the data

warehousing tool. The goal is to determine the financial health care

performance in terms of total DRG fee (DRGF), taking into account

input variables such as Patient Volume (PV), Length of Stay (LoS),

and Diagnosis-Related Group Weights (DRGW) that affect such per-

formance. Input and output variables of the model were deter-

mined by managers of the UPMC Italy Management Control De-

partment of the IRCCS-ISMETT health care structure, in Sicily, Italy.

3. Materials and methods

3.1. Fuzzy-based expert system for performance assessment

The process of health care performance assessment is usually

carried out by the Management Control Department, which based

on data related to t−1 time determines the expected reimburse-

ment that is usually received at time t. The designed ES uses out-

put, process, and cost KPIs as input in order to evaluate financial

performance. In particular, the knowledge base for input data is

represented by a data warehouse (DWH), from which data are ex-

tracted monthly. These data are employed to define the inference

engine of the ES, realized through a fuzzy system. Because the in-

put data are updated monthly, the quality of data managed by the

fuzzy system will improve over time, thus providing a feedback

loop for the expert system. This allows us to enrich inference rules

and gradually reduce the standard deviation of measures, improv-

ing in turn the quality of the output assessed. A qualitative scheme

of the proposed system is reported in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 shows the components of the ES, which are the DWH,

the knowledge base from which KPIs are extracted, and the fuzzy

system, which allows us to combine the knowledge base by means

of inference rules. From Fig. 1 it can be seen that at time t in-

put data are gathered from the DWH and employed in the fuzzy

system, and the output variable for the reimbursement expected

at time t+1 is calculated. As the actual value of the output vari-

able is made available at time t+1, the inference engine data will
e updated, the correctness of inference rules and the goodness of

istribution fitting will be checked, and new rules will be inserted,

f necessary.

. Case study: The fuzzy-based expert system

.1. Data setting

In order to apply the fuzzy method, input and output variables

ave to be defined. This task was requested of the UPMC Italy

anagement Control Department, as field experts. The variable

hosen as output was the monthly DRGF (financial KPI) paid to

ealth care structures by the national health system. This measure

as preferred for its significance in determining the global finan-

ial performance of health care structures, as it is usually reported

n official documents for health care assessment. Thus, input vari-

bles were selected by applying statistical analysis to monthly time

eries of a panel of KPIs. In particular, variables responsible for 99%

f the variance were selected through principal component analy-

is. Among them, those having a higher correlation with the output

ariable, and lower or no correlation among them, were chosen.

he variables were PV (output KPI), average LoS (process KPI), and

verage DRGW (cost KPI), and refer to monthly periods according

o the output variable. In particular, the PV (output KPI) is respon-

ible for 52.21% of the total variance, the average LoS (process KPI)

or 38.65%, and the average DRGW (cost KPI) for 8.45%. For the pur-

ose of building the fuzzy engine, the time series considered was

hat corresponding to years 2011–2014 at the IRCCS-ISMETT health

are structure.

In order to properly employ data, some typical analyses were

arried out. First, mean and variance of time series were calculated

ased on the following equations:

¯ =
∑n

i=1 xi

n
(1)

here n is the sample size.

2(n) =
∑ (xi − x̄)

2

n − 1
(2)

Thus, confidence intervals were determined for each of the

nput–output variables, as:

¯(n) ± t1− α
2

√
S2(n)

n
(3)
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Table 1

Confidence interval and precision of measures.

Average Standard deviation Upper limit Bound limit Half width precision

PV (units) 225.1250 22.3249 219.7519 230.4981 5.373095 0.952266

LoS (days) 9.692 1.0779 9.432586 9.951429 0.259422 0.946467

DRGW 3.072 0.2848 3.002967 3.140037 0.068535 0.955373

DRGF (€) 2548461.6329 299648.2266 2,476,343 2,620,580 72118.51 0.943402

Table 2

Autocorrelation analysis.

Autocorrelation (Lag) PV (units) LoS (days) DRGW DRGF (€)

1 0.444577 0.213969 −0.07681 0.06276

2 0.209612 0.026285 0.032714 0.18566

3 0.224732 −0.16828 −0.0196 0.038409

4 0.130707 −0.04639 −0.04697 −0.03681

5 0.139871 −0.01901 0.007912 0.141736

6 −0.01953 −0.11204 0.067404 −0.14662

Fig. 2. Regression analysis of PV with time.
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Fig. 3. Regression analysis of LoS with time.

Fig. 4. Regression analysis of DRGW with time.
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here t1− α
2

is the (1−α) percentile of the t-student distribution

ith n−1 degrees of freedom. The quantity t1− α
2

√
S2(n)

n represents

he half width of the confidence interval indicated by h.

Finally, the accuracy of measures was calculated with the fol-

owing equation:

= 1 − 2h

x̄
(4)

For further details about such statistical aspects see Kleijnen,

22].

Results reported in Table 1 shows that the precision of mea-

ures is in all cases about 95%. This means that the sample size is

ufficient to ensure a high accuracy of measures calculated in this

tudy.

After measuring accuracy, data were detected in order to high-

ight possible trends and seasonality. Results reported in Table 2

nd Figs. 2–5 show that data are not affected by seasonality (au-

ocorrelation analysis), and are generally not trended (regression

nalysis and determination coefficient).

In particular, Table 2 shows that the maximum autocorrelation

eriod is 1 for PV and LoS, while for DRGW it is 5, but the auto-

orrelation index is very low. Finally, the autocorrelation period of

he DRGF is 5, but is very low as well.

Figs. 2–5 show that the data are not trended, as the determi-

ation coefficient is very low. The determination coefficient relates

o the possibility of explaining the dependency of the output vari-
ble in relation to the input variable. In our case, there is no cor-

elation between input and output variables, meaning that output

ata, such as PV, LoS, DRGW and DRGF are stable with time and

o not depend on the progression of time.

.2. Fuzzy system

Having properly analyzed the data in order to set up the fuzzy

ystem, the correlation between variables was investigated. First,

he correlation between each of the input variables and the output

ariable has to be taken into consideration.

The correlation between the DRGW and the DRGF is positive, as

s the correlation between the LoS and the DRGF. In fact, the DRGF

ecognized for the ith speciality is:

RG Fee = F (DRGW, LoS) (5)
i
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Fig. 5. Regression analysis of DRGF with time.

Table 3

Fitted distributions.

Variable

Distribution

fitted P Value Average

Standard

deviation

PV (LOW) Normal 0.9224 186.500 6.8557

PV (MEDIUM) Normal 0.2582 213.238 6.5643

PV (HIGH) Normal 0.8793 239.778 7.7805

PV (VERY HIGH) Normal 0.9676 268.750 10.2429

LoS (LOW) Normal 0.7758 8.119 0.2643

LoS (MEDIUM) Normal 0.9945 9.140 0.3428

LoS (HIGH) Normal 0.9913 10.322 0.3622

LoS (VERY HIGH) Normal 0.9993 11.879 0.4284

DRGW (LOW) Normal 0.7706 2.692 0.0952

DRGW (MEDIUM) Normal 0.5903 2.973 0.0663

DRGW (HIGH) Normal 0.6244 3.208 0.0550

DRGW (VERY HIGH) Normal 0.9951 3.533 0.0808

DRGF (LOW) Normal 0.4151 2099133.854 124671.0287

DRGF (MEDIUM) Normal 0.9607 2336784.806 38804.3565

DRGF (HIGH) Normal 0.9999 2676061.339 139505.7230

DRGF (VERY HIGH) Normal 0.7254 3178008.457 90424.8729
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As can be seen from Eq. (5), the DRGF is a function of the

DRGW and the LoS. The DRGW is computed in relation to age,

gender, state at discharge, primary and secondary diagnosis, and

procedures/surgical interventions. This information can be derived

from the discharge form, and employed in specific software, named

Grouper, to determine the DRGW. The national rate associates with

each DRGW a fixed threshold, taking into account the average LoS

in relation to procedures. Once this threshold has been surpassed,

e.g., due to complications, the health care system recognizes an ex-

tra fee that is proportional to the number of days exceeding the

threshold. This means that the DRGF for the ith speciality is com-

puted as a sum of a base tariff depending on the DRGW and the

average LoS plus an extra fee that is a function of days exceeding

the average length of stay.

Moreover, analyzing data reported in the national tariff (see De-

cree Oct. 18, 2012, “Remunerazione prestazioni di assistenza os-

pedaliera per acuti, assistenza ospedaliera di riabilitazione e di lun-

godegenza post acuzie e di assistenza specialistica ambulatoriale”

[33]), a correlation between LoS and the DRGF of 66.5% was found,

while the correlation between the DRGW and the DRGF recognized

was 98%.

From Eq. (5) it can be seen that the DRGF depends on the

DRGW and the LoS, but a linear dependence cannot necessarily be

enforced, as the extra fee is generally less than the base fee.

The correlation between the PV and the DRGF is positive, as the

DRGF increases the PV increases as well, based on the following

equation:

Total DRGF =
n∑

i=1

DRGFiVi (6)

where Vi is the volume of patients related to specialty i. Eq. (6)

shows that the total DRGF is a weighted sum of the DRGF recog-

nized for each specialty. Thus, the DRGF is proportional to the PV.

Because the linear dependence of the output variable on each of

the input variables cannot be enforced, the possibility of employing

a multiple linear regression was excluded.

As regards the correlation between input variables, it does not

make sense to determine the correlation between variables PV and

LoS, or PV and DRGW, as there is no conceptual relation between

them. Regarding the correlation between the DRGW and LoS, it

can be seen from Eq. (5) that the two variables are only partially

correlated. In particular, analyzing data reported in the aforemen-

tioned national tariff, it was possible to see that there is a mod-

erate correlation of 65% between such variables. This is due to the

fact that the DRGW is determined based on a number of factors,
mong which the LoS. Thus, in order to apply fuzzy sets, one of

he two variables should be removed. On the other hand, doing

o would mean neglecting some important components of the ef-

ect of such variables on the output. First, removing the DRGW

r the LoS would lead to a loss of the effect of correlation be-

ween such input variables and the output. Moreover, removing the

RGW would involve neglecting the effect of other variables based

n which the DRGW is determined by Grouper. Finally, removing

he LoS would lead to losing the effect of extra days on the DRGF.

s a result, the two variables, even if partially correlated, were in-

luded in the model.

The second step of the process involved the definition of mem-

ership functions for input and output variables. Thus, a frequency

nalysis of monthly time series was done, enabling the identifica-

ion of the number of levels for each variable, and the most feasi-

le distribution function. The frequency analysis allowed us to find

our levels or classes for each variable, which were denominated

LOW”, “MEDIUM”, “HIGH,” and “VERY HIGH.” This was the only

tep that required human intervention in the definition of how

any levels were to be set based on the frequency analysis. Then,

n order to establish the function that best fit the data, a fitting

nalysis was done with the Minitab 17 tool. The results are re-

orted in Table 3, where ranges for each variable are also included.

s can be seen, some distributions partially overlap.

The third step consisted in defining inference rules, such as IF-

HEN rules, allowing us to model the inference engine behavior.

or that reason, time series data were analyzed once again, deter-

ining for each variable the level to which each data in the sample

elongs, based on the above-mentioned classification. So, for ex-

mple, if the single observation of the PV has a value of “268,“ the

oS “9.097 days, “ the DRGW “2.774,” and the DRGF “€2,639,002,“

hey belong respectively to levels VERY HIGH, MEDIUM, MEDIUM,

nd HIGH of the respective input–output variables, based on

anges reported in Table 3, and the IF-THEN rule that arises is

IF PV is VERY HIGH AND Average LoS is MEDIUM AND Average

RGW is HIGH, THEN the DRG Fee is HIGH.” In cases in which,

ue to overlapping between fuzzy sets, data could be attributed

o more than one fuzzy set, they were attributed to that set with

espect to data that had the greater membership degree. In this

ay, the first set of IF-THEN rules was determined. Thus, infer-

nce rules were submitted to the Management Control Department

or assessment. They pruned inference rules from inconsistencies

two rules in which same antecedents correspond to different con-

equents), and checked for redundancies (two rules with identi-

al consequents and different but not contradictory antecedents),
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Fig. 6. Fuzzy inference engine.

Table 4

Inference rules.

Rule PV LoS DRGW DRGF

1 LOW VERY HIGH VERY HIGH HIGH

2 LOW HIGH LOW LOW

3 MEDIUM HIGH VERY HIGH HIGH

4 MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM LOW

5 HIGH MEDIUM HIGH HIGH

6 MEDIUM MEDIUM HIGH HIGH

7 LOW HIGH VERY HIGH HIGH

8 MEDIUM HIGH MEDIUM LOW

9 LOW MEDIUM MEDIUM LOW

10 MEDIUM HIGH HIGH HIGH

11 LOW VERY HIGH HIGH HIGH

12 MEDIUM VERY HIGH VERY HIGH HIGH

13 HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH

14 VERY HIGH VERY HIGH HIGH VERY HIGH

15 VERY HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH

16 VERY HIGH MEDIUM MEDIUM HIGH

17 VERY HIGH LOW LOW HIGH

18 VERY HIGH HIGH MEDIUM HIGH

19 HIGH MEDIUM LOW LOW

20 HIGH HIGH MEDIUM HIGH

21 HIGH HIGH VERY HIGH HIGH

22 HIGH LOW MEDIUM HIGH

23 HIGH HIGH VERY HIGH VERY HIGH

24 HIGH LOW LOW HIGH

25 VERY HIGH VERY HIGH MEDIUM HIGH

26 MEDIUM HIGH MEDIUM HIGH

27 VERY HIGH MEDIUM LOW HIGH
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Fig. 7. Surface that shows the relation between the input variables PV and LoS and

the output variable.
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n order to identify unnecessary rules, thus guaranteeing the con-

istency and completeness of the rules themselves. For details on

onsistency of fuzzy rules see, for example, Leung and So, [26],

hiu [10], Gonzalez and Perez, [14], Jin et al., [18], Roychowdhury

nd Wang, [35], Reusch, [34], Linkens and Chen, [27], Sindelár and

abuska, [36], Lee et al., [25]. IF-THEN rules are reported in Table 4.

Finally, the fuzzy system was built with the Matlab 7.1 tool, us-

ng the Mamdani method. The defuzzification method chosen was

hat of the centroid. Fig. 6 reports the rules, while Figs. 7–9 report
esults in terms of surfaces representing the relations of input–

utput variables.

Fig. 6 shows, for each of the rules given in Table 4, the validity

ange of each input and output variable, based on the distributions

tted.

Fig. 7 shows that analyzing the impact of the PV and the LoS

n the DRGF, for fixed LoS the DRGF initially is constant as the

V increases, and then decreases as the PV further increases. This

eans that there is an optimal PV that allows us to reach a maxi-

um DRGF. For fixed PV, the DRGF initially increases, then reaches

maximum, and finally decreases. This means that there is an op-

imal LoS that maximizes the DRGF.

Fig. 8 shows that analyzing the impact of the DRGW and the

oS on the DRGF, for fixed DRGW the DRGF initially is constant as

he LoS increases, and then decreases as the LoS further increases.

his means that there is an optimal LoS that allows us to reach a

aximum DRGF. For fixed LoS the DRGF always increases, as the

RGW increases as well.
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Fig. 8. Surface that shows the relation between the input variables DRGW and LoS

and the output variable.

Fig. 9. Surface that shows the relation between the input variables DRGW and PV

and the output variable.

Table 5

MAD of forecasted measures with respect to the actual DRGF value.

MAD MAPE

DRGF Fuzzy system 168686.01 6625%

DRGF SES 243359.63 9749%

DRGF MA (N = 3) 248060.31 9768%

DRGF MA (N = 4) 258153.18 10,140%

DRGF MA (N = 6) 204744.43 9974%

DRGF MA (N = 8) 225280.17 10,135%

DRGF MA (N = 12) 232969.24 9501%
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Fig. 9 shows that analyzing the impact of the DRGW and the PV

on the DRGF, for fixed DRGW the DRGF always increases, as the PV

increases as well. For fixed PV, the DRGF initially increases as the

DRGW increases as well, and then decreases as the DRGW further

increases. This means that there is an optimal DRGW that allows

us to reach a maximum DRGF.

These results allow us to use the fuzzy set not only to infer the

output behavior depending on the simultaneous variation of the

input variables, but also to find the combination of the input vari-

ables that maximize the DRGF. Once the fuzzy system was set up,

it was tested by carrying out a set of case studies, and assigning a

random number for the input variables, and determining the out-

put variable. The validation of results was assessed by the Manage-

ment Control Department, which confirmed the goodness of the

results.

The goodness of the calculated output measure will improve as

the number of data available increases with time. This means that

as new performance measures for input and output variables are

made available, the input–output variable membership functions

will be updated and, consequently, the inference engine will be

checked, allowing the fuzzy system to improve its overall goodness

of fit with respect to the real system.

4.3. Forecasting

In the field of health care performance assessment, the useful-

ness of multiple adaptive short-term time series, such as auto re-

gressive (AR), moving average (MA), and smoothed methods is well

recognized, as documented, for example, by Jones and Spiegelhal-

ter [19]. They affirmed the importance of knowing future health

care performances for the proper planning of service provision. In

addition, they pointed out that as the next set of time series data
ecomes available, short-term predictive distributions can be used

o identify units that have experienced recent changes. Moreover,

hey observed that assessments of predictive performance can be

sed to compare models. The work carried out in this paper em-

loyed adaptive models and MA for the comparison of measures

etermined with the fuzzy system in assessing health care per-

ormances. As pointed out in Section 4.1, time series seem to be

either trended nor affected by seasonality. For this reason, fore-

asting methods such as MA and SES can be effectively employed

o model data with time.

For MA the following formula was employed to forecast data:

t+1(t) =
∑N−1

j=0 Dt− j

N
(7)

here Eq. (7) means that the forecasted value Pt+1(t) is the average

f the actual value of the last N periods.

For SES, future KPI values were predicted based on the follow-

ng equations:

ˆ2 = αy1 + (1 − α)L0 (8)

ˆt+1 = αyt + (1 − α)ŷt−1 (9)

here yt is the observation at time t, ŷt−1 is the forecasted value

t time t−1, and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is the smoothing constant for the level.

he initial level L0 is determined as the average of available obser-

ations. For references about MA models, see Holt [17].

Eq. (8) results in the evaluation of the KPIs at a future time,

nd t+1 as a weighted average of the (adjusted) previous estimate

nd the most recent information acquired at time t. Concerning

he establishment of the smoothing constants α, practical issues

re discussed in detail in [9]); however, a common approach is to

etermine the values of α that minimize the mean or median ab-

olute error, or a similar measure. As the number of observed KPIs

ncreases, the accuracy of the forecast will eventually improve.

Time series representing input variables were forecasted based

n Eqs. (8) and (9), and the optimal value of α parameter deter-

ined by minimizing the mean absolute deviation (MAD) using

he Excel Solver tool. The optimal α was found to be 0.071.

Output measures forecasted through SES and MA were com-

ared with those determined by the fuzzy system in order to test

he effectiveness of the proposed framework. MA forecasts were

etermined for N = 3,4,5,6,7. Results are reported in Fig. 10, while

easures of performance are reported in Table 5, where MAD and

ean absolute percent error (MAPE) are shown.

Fig. 10 shows the comparison of the actual values of the DRGF

ith the forecasted value of the DRGF in the case in which the MA

s adopted (with N = 3, 4, 6, 8, 12), the forecasted value in the case

n which the SES is adopted, and the forecasted value of the fuzzy

ystem. It is worth noting that the values forecasted by the fuzzy

ystem are closer to the actual values with respect to values fore-

asted with other methodologies. This can be further supported by

he statistics reported in Table 5.

Table 5 shows that the MAD of the output forecasted with SES

nd MA is greater than that calculated with the fuzzy system. This
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Fig. 10. Comparison of results.
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eans that the fuzzy system, taking into consideration the corre-

ation of input–output variables and, thus, the simultaneous im-

act of all input variables on the overall performance, outperforms

he results achievable by simply forecasting the output variable. In

act, because the reimbursement system is affected by several fac-

ors, such as those considered as input variables, it can be deemed

holistic system, in which neglecting the role of input variables

eads to wrong results. In this context, applying forecasting meth-

ds that do not reflect the interdisciplinary nature of the phe-

omenon is not sufficient to ensure the correctness of the con-

lusions drawn from data behavior. The framework proposed can

e effectively seen as an expert system whose inference engine is

epresented by fuzzy sets. In fact, as the amount of data gathered

ncrease with time, the deviation measures will decrease, meaning

hat the forecasted values tend to converge toward the true value.

. Conclusions

KPI-based health care performance assessment is a topic of rel-

vant interest, as it involves considering non-stationary KPI behav-

or and the holistic nature of health care performances. In this

tudy, an expert system for financial performance assessment was

esigned, relying on fuzzy sets as an inference engine. Unlike tradi-

ional decision-making systems, which are used to determine a KPI

anel synthesized by human judgments, the fuzzy approach allows

s to determine the simultaneous impact that several KPIs can

ave on health care performances, taking into account the corre-

ation between input variables and the output variable. In order to

est the effectiveness of the proposed methodology, a comparison

etween fuzzy inference engine forecasting and traditional adap-

ive models was made. The results showed that a comprehensive

pproach, such as that proposed, outperforms adaptive forecasting

ethods in minimizing MAD and MAPE of measures, as it takes

nto account the correlation between variables and their effect on

he output variable. The methodology proposed can be considered

ufficiently general, as new input–output variables can be added in

rder to better reflect the real system characteristics.

However, the study focused on the relation between some

ost, process, and output KPIs, taken as inputs, with a finan-

ial KPI, taken as output, though the possibility of determining a

nique output score, synthesizing the performance from the pro-

ess, output, financial, and cost standpoints, should also be inves-
igated. This could allow us to improve information on the over-

ll health care performance. In this field, multi-criteria decision-

aking (MCDM) methods may be usefully employed to determine

uch output scores, taking the input variables as criteria, and their

onthly score as alternatives. Such an approach would allow us to

ake into account the direction of preference (criteria that have to

e maximized/ minimized) and the impact of each input variable

n the performance assessment through the definition of criteria

eights.
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